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Abstract  

This paper presents scaling consideration of BiCMOS SRAMs 
based on an experimental 4K ECL 1/0 BiCMOS SRAM 
design. According to analysis, further integration of the 
BiCMOS SRAMs over lMbits is limited by the evolution 
of the CMOS processing technology and the BiCMOS cir- 
cuit design techniques, and BiCMOS circuits shrink the 
access time without a power penalty. 

Summary  

Recently, BiCMOS technology has been becoming one 
of the major VLSI technologies. BiCMOS SRAMs, combin- 
ing CMOS memory cells, bipolar sense amps and ECL 1/0 
buffers, have shown their capabilities for high-speed and 
large-size memory applications. Scaling of CMOS tech- 
nologies, devices, and SRAM circuits has been intensively 
reported. Scaling of bipolar ECL devices and circuits has 
also been discussed. However, there are few reports on 
scaling consideration of BiCMOS devices and SRAM cir- 
cuits. In this paper, scaling of the BiCMOS SRAMs will 
be described. 
Fig. 1 shows the performance of the recent BiCMOS, 
CMOS, and ECL SRAMs in terms of per-bit power ac- 
cess time product as a function of size of integration. For 
CMOS SRAMs, the per-bit power access time product has 
decreased from 20fJ/bit for a 64K SRAM to 7fJ/bit for a 
1M SRAM. For ECL SRAMs, the per-bit power access time 
product stays around 1000fJ/bit for below-256K SRAMs. 
As for BiCMOS SRAMs, the per-bit consumed energy is 
between CMOS and ECL ones. The continuing reduction 
on the per-bit consumed energy for the CMOS and BiC- 

MOS SRAMs is owing to the scaling of the CMOS tech- 
nology. As a matter of fact, the per-bit consumed energy 
of the recent BiCMOS SRAMs is close to CMOS ones as a 
result of the dominance of the CMOS memory cell array in 
a SRAM chip. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 2, the 
access time of the BiCMOS SRAM, which is comparable to 
ECL one, is much smaller as compared to CMOS one. Con- 
sequently, the BiCMOS SRAM has the ECL speed and the 
CMOS low power capabilities. In order to investigate the 
role of the BiCMOS circuit techniques using scaled BiC- 
MOS technology, Figs., 1 and 2 have been reorganized as 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The normalized per-bit consumed 
energy is defined as the per-bit power access time product 
divided by the square of the basic unit of the design rule, 
e.g. L=1.2 for the 4K SRAM [14] using a 1.2prn BiCMOS 
technology. Using the normalized per-bit consumed energy 
definition, the figure-of-merit of each SRAM can be evalu- 
ated in terms of the circuit performance only, excluding the 
benefits coming from the technology scaling. As shown in 
Fig. 4, the normalized access time, which is defined as the 
access time divided by the basic unit of the design rule, for 
the CMOS SRAM increases for every SRAM generation. 
On the other hand, the normalized access time of the BiC- 
MOS SRAM stays about the same, which implies that the 
bipolar devices have been utilized effectively in the BiC- 
MOS circuit design. The usefulness of the BiCMOS circuit 
design techniques is especially visible for large-size SRAMs. 
Fig. 5 shows the normalized size of a memory cell. For 
BiCMOS and CMOS SRAMs, the normalized size of the 
memory cell stays about the same in spite of scaling of the 
technology. As shown in Fig. 6 ,  the percentage area of the 
memory cell array in a BiCMOS SRAM, which is defined 
as the product of the memeory cell size and the cell num- 
ber divided by the overall die area, is also comparable to 
CMOS, which implies the inclusion of the bipolar devices 
in the BiCMOS SRAMs does not lower the efficiency of the 
layout area. 
In order to investigate the future trend on scaling BiCMOS 
SRAMs, an experimental 41< ECL 1/0 compatible BiC- 
MOS SRAM using a 3pm BiCMOS technology has been 
designed. Fig. 7 shows the layout, the floor plan and the 
block diagram of the BiCMOS SRAM. The 6T memory 
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cell occupies about an area of 44pm x 44pm with a proper 
choice of aspect ratio for each transistor for an optimized 
signal-to-noise margin. This chip, which occupies an area 
of 0.44cm x 0.43cm, is divided into two halves with X de- 
coders in between. The pitch of each X decoder matches 
the size of each memory cell. Each half has 64 word lines 
and 32 bit lines. There are 15 ECL input buffers for the 12 
address, chip select, write enable, and data-in inputs fol- 
lowed by the ECL/CMOS translator and the X and Y BiC- 
MOS decoders. The outputs of the X decoders are used to 
drive 64 word lines, which control the access transistors of 
each memory cell. The outputs of the Y decoders are used 
to control the 64 bit-line pairs. The selected bit-line pair is 
connected to the sense amps, followed by the output buffer. 
Fig. 8 shows the input buffer circuit, an ECL/CMOS trans- 
lator, and a BiCMOS buffer for driving a large capacitive 
load. As also shown in Fig. 8, a NAND/NOR structure has 
been used in the decoder. Fig. 9 shows the bit-line related 
circuit. A varaible impedance bit line load has been used to 
facilitate an efficient read and write operations. Together 
with write-enable, the outputs of the decoders are used to 
control the write and read access of the bit lines. Fig. 10 
shows the two-stage sense amp structure. In the output 
buffer, a 4X ECL buffer has been used, followed by a 9OX 
open-emitter transistor to drive an output load of 5Oohm 
and 20pF. For the overall layout consideration, power lines 
have been arranged such that they can be accessed from 
every part of the chip. Input buffers are in the upper por- 
tion of the chip and output buffers are at bottom. The 
power lines of the input and output buffers are isolated 
from the rest of the circuits to reduce noise. Each input 
and output buffer consumes 20mW and the second-stage 
sense amp consumes 36mW. The total power dissipation 
of the chip is about 350mW. Fig. 11 shows the transient 
performance during the read and write operations for the 
experimental SRAM. During read, applying a voltage step 
from - lV to -1.8V at the address input, the access time 
is 13ns. During write, a write pulse of Ions is sufficient. 
Compared to other large-size SRAMs, the normalized ac- 
cess time ( 1.5ns/pmz) and the normalized per-bit power 
access time product( 100fJ/bit/pm2) are competitive. The 
percentage area of the memory cell array is comparable to 
other large-size SRAMs. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the scaled BiC- 
MOS SRAMs, the access time of a BiCMOS SRAM is an- 
alyzed based on the design of the experimental 4K BiC- 
MOS SRAM. The read access time of a BiCMOS SRAM is 
determined by the ECL-related and BiCMOS-related de- 
lays. The ECL-related delays include the input and output- 
buffer delays and sense-amp delays. The BiCMOS-related 
delays are determined by the decoder delay, the word-line 
delay, the bit-line delay, and the delays due to the parasitics 
between input buffer and decoder and between sense amp 
and output buffer. Currently, scaling of BiCMOS tech- 
nology and device is emphasized on shrinking the CMOS 
devices. The scaling of the bipolar device in the BiCMOS 
structure has not reached an agreement due to the vertical 

nature of the BJT. The lateral dimension of the bipolar 
device also affects device performance, which is critical for 
BiCMOS circuits. In addition, the integration density of 
BiCMOS circuits is affected by the lateral dimensions of 
the bipolar device. On the other hand, for a BiCMOS 
SRAM, since bipolar devices have been used only in I/O 
buffers, sense amps, the driving capabilities of the ECL- 
related circuits is less sensitive to scaling of the BiCMOS 
technology. Therefore, the impact of scaling on the per- 
formance of BiCMOS SRAM is basically coming from the 
down-scaling of the size of the CMOS memory cell and the 
up-scaling of the integration size, which determines the the 
parasitic capacitive load of the word lines and the bit lines. 
As a result, the access time of a scaled BiCMOS SRAM is 
determined mainly by the word-line and the bit-line delays. 
As for the ECL circuits, the scaled delay is mostly influ- 
enced by the reduction in the allocated power. In the anal- 
ysis, both CMOS and BiCMOS technologies are assumed 
to scale down by a factor of two for every other generation 
of the SRAMs, i.e., a 3pm technology for the 4K SRAM, a 
1.5pm technology for 16K and 64K SRAMs, a 0.75pm tech- 
nology for 256K and IM SRAMs, and a 0.4pm technology 
for 4M and 16M SRAMs. Based on the above analysis, 
the access time of the scaled BiCMOS SRAM is shown 
in Fig. 12(a). The access time increases for up-scaled 
SRAMs. Also shown in the figure is the scaled access time 
based on the partitioned memory cell array structure and 
tree-structure decoders. Thanks to the BiCMOS drivers, 
the access time of the scaled BiCMOS SRAMs using par- 
titioned memory array and tree-structure decoders can be 
maintained in spite of the increase in the size of integration. 
The normalized per-bit consumed energy of the scaled BiC- 
MOS SRAM as shown in Fig. 12 is similar to the CMOS 
curve. Consequently,the performance of down-scaled BiC- 
MOS SRAMs is determined by the BiCMOS circuit de- 
signs. In conclusion, further integration of the BiCMOS 
SRAM is limited by the evolution of the CMOS process- 
ing technology and the BiCMOS circuit design techniques, 
which can help resolve the access time disadvantage re- 
sulting from the increased size without a substantial power 
penalty. 
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